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A. Temporal variation patterns

B. Symbolic codes

-e+, -+-, eee

plus (+): greater than median

equal (e): approximately equal* to median

minus (-): lower than median

-e+ -+- eee

Words Texts

* approximately equal: if a value lies within
[m – d1, m + d2]

- words: sequences of symbols
- texts: combination of words

Application in Football

C. Topics
- clustering episodes using a topic model
- showing patterns of different variables that tend to occur together 
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5 Gate from 
Level 5 to 4

Gate from 
Level 4 to 3

Level: separation
From Goal

Discrete separation from goal
Level

An edge of triangle 
through which the level decreases

Gate

A novel feature that captures inter-player spaces

The multivariate time  series consists of 
gate width that is aggregated for each level.
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Gradually 
Increasing

Transitions from 
defense to attack

85 Episodes of ball 
possession change

5 seconds 
before and after transitions

10 seconds

250 timesteps 
with sampling rate of 25 Hz

Defending players’
positional data

['0_++--', '1_+e-e’, ..., '6_-+++', '7_-eee’] #0

['0_++-e', '1_+e-e’, ..., '6_-e++', '7_+++-’] #1

...

['0_eee+', '1_-ee+’, ..., '6_++e-’]           #64

...

['0_+e-e', '1_+--e’, ..., '6_ee++', '7_eeee’] #84

Documents

Gate
1 to 0

Topic Probabilities

A. Multivariate time series B. Symbolic codes

We compressed the time series by 
dividing the length into quarters.

For each episode, we obtained a 
set of four-symbol codes 
corresponding to different levels.

C. Topics Visualisation using t-SNE

0. Defending deep
1. Retrieving in the middle and left
2. Defending deep and going forward
3. Open space between FW and DF
4. Counter after retrieving in the left
5. Transition in the high position
6. Staying in the back after retrieving
7. Defending in the right and staying

Results

-e+, -+-, eee

What can be exploited is the relationship 
of temporal co-occurrence of patterns 
from different time series.
We represent variation patterns of 
different features by symbolic codes.

We reveal pattern co-occurrences using 
topic modelling.

We found semantic interpretation in 
each cluster.
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5 We apply the approach to episodes of a 
football game characterized by a novel 
feature gate width reflecting space 
availability to attackers and space control 
by defenders.

We take multiple homogeneous episodes 
(e.g. of a football game) and characterize 
them by multiple features.
It is challenging to synthesize holistic 
understanding of the behaviours.

From Episode 64

Topic 4

Topic 6

Transitions occur in 
the bottom left 
followed by long-
counter. 

The distribution of
the team centroids is 
wide.

Gate width near the 
own GK (2, 0) 
increases and gate 
width far from the 
own GK (5) decreases.

Retrieving in the left and counter

Retrieving and staying in the back

7_eeee 0.073

5_+++-

2_--++
0_--++

0.035

0.026
0.026

Top components
and percentages

4_--++ 0.044

2_++--

5_--++
4_+--+

0.036

0.027
0.027

Top components
and percentages

Centroid distribution

Centroid distribution

After retrieving the 
ball, the team stays in 
the back and keeps 
the possession.

The distribution of
the ball centroid is 
behind that of
the team centroids.

Gate width near the 
own GK (2) decreases 
and gate width far 
from the own GK (4,5) 
decreases.
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